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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that the linear transformation formula for Jacobi’s 
elliptic theta-function 
+CC +CC 
Ce 
nkr + 2inz = ( _ iz) - l/2 1 e(nn - z)‘/nir (zE@,Imr>O) (1.1) 
~~ co -5 
is equivalent o some important functional relations like, e.g., Poisson’s 
summation formula or the functional equation for Riemann’s zeta-function. 
Another remarkable xample is the Doetsch-Kober summation formula for 
Bessel functions [2; 3, Part. III, pp. 23841; 81, which has been generalized 
and transferred by A. Erdelyi [4] to the space of Hankel transforms 
(Hvf)(s) = j- J,(2(st)“‘)S(t) dt (SER+), (1.2) I 
where IELK!+ an interval, H, is a unitary self-adjoint operator on the 
Hilbert space of all functions f E L,(Z) and J, denotes the Bessel function of 
the first kind of order v, Re v > - $. Now let Q = (C, + , . ) the vector space 
of all arithmetical functions f: iW --+ @ and define for g, h E Q 
s,(n)= c g(d) Ndd) (n, 4 EN ). (1.3) 
dig. 0, d, (n. 4) 
Then s,(n) is a periodic function of n with period q, has a finite Fourier 
expansion and represents a generalisation f Ramanujan’s exponential 
sums cJn) [l, pp. 16CM; lo]. In the present small note we combine 
arithmetical results on (1.3) with the Doetsch-Erdelyi integral transform 
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methods [2,4] in order to prove some new linear functional relations 
corresponding to (1.1) for series of Bessel-Schlomilch type (Section 2) 
w(q, v, t) = c s,(n) n-“J”(2ml J;) (fER+), (1.4) 
?l>l 
and more generally of Hankel-Erdelyi type (Section 3) 
q(q, v) =c s,(n) n-“(H”f)(~*n*). 
n21 
(1.5) 
By special choice of the functions g, h E Q in (1.3) we obtain in Section 2
some important classical formulas for Schlomilch series, originally due to 
N. Nielsen [ 10, p. 336; 13, pp. 634-71, and reestablished by G. Doetsch 
[2], E. C. Titchmarsh [12], and recently by L. Larch and P. Szego 
[9, p. SO]. An interesting application f special cases of (1.4) in mathemati- 
cal physics; i.e., inthe computation of lattice sums in ionic crystals is due 
to A. Hautot [6]. 
Finally by special choice of H,fin (1.5) and by use of some fractional 
integrals of Erdelyi-Kober type [5] we prove in Section 4 a general trans- 
formation formula which contains that for (1.4) as a limiting case. 
Observe that series of type (1.5) with H, f replaced by inverse Mellin 
integral transforms play an important role in the Fourier analysis of 
arithmetical functions [71. 
2. HANKEL KERNELS 
The Dirichlet convolution of g, h E Q is defined by [ 1, p. 291 
D(n) = cg(4 hdin (FZEN). 
Let 
(n E N). 
Since s,(n) is periodic mod q observe that the Dirichlet series 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
C s,(n) c (2.3) 
converges absolutely for Re s > 1. 
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By application of the Laplace transform ethod of G. Doetsch [Z] we 
then prove the following summation property for the Hankel kernel. 
THEOREM A. Let qEN, ZER+, Re vb -4. Then 
(2.4) 
ProojI For Re s 3 s0 let p(s) = L{f(r)} the one-sided Laplace transform 
for suitable restricted functionsf: [w+ --+ @. 
Using Hankel’s generalisation of Weber’s first exponential integral [13, 
p. 3941 
5 
00 
J,(at) exp ( -pzt2 j t” + ’ dt = 
0 
(Re v > - 1, 1 arg p 1 < 7c/4, a E C) we obtain the Lapiace transform 
L{ tvi2J,(n J;)} = & nve-mn2’qr (2.5) 
(rER+, SER+, Re v > -4). By (2.3) we have CnD r Is,(n)] e-“*‘*‘< a. 
Thus term-wise application of (2.5) is allowed and we obtain 
L 2vtY’2 1 s,(n) n-“J,(n $1 
TlPl 
(Rev> -4, ~E[W+, SE&!+). 
We now must consider the cases v = 0 and Re v > 0 separately. 
6) v = 0. 
By (1.1) we obtain for Re t P- 0 the linear transformation of Jacobi’s 
theta function a,(0 1 z) in explicit form 
1 t 2 C exp { -n27r2~) = (n~)-‘/~ y exp(-n’t-‘1. (2.7) 
ll>l --I: 
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By (2.1) and (2.2) we obtain from (2.6) and (2.7) 
Now since 
Ee-as=[: (t-a)-1/2e-“‘dt (Res>O,aaO) 
we obtain with L(t-‘/2} =fi for rn~k$, 
L{;qgW(;) d- Go&, d)} =& ;g(d) h (5) d-1e-4”2”2”d-2, (2.9) 
where o, is defined by 
%dt, d)= 
0, t E [0, 4n2m2dp2] 
(t-4m2,&-2)-‘/2, t > 4m2n2d- 2. 
(2.10) 
Hence (2.8) becomes, observing L{ 1 > = s-‘, 
The uniqueness theorem for Laplace transforms thus yields a.e., i.e., atall 
points of continuity 
=xg(d)h ; d-’ 
0 1 
t~“~+2 c q,,(t,d) 
dlq ??I,1 
+(q). (2.12) 
BY (2.10) Crn>~ co,(t, d) reduces to a finite sum for fixed t E [w+. Thus 
(2.12) becomes for te [w+ 
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This is Theorem A in the case v = 0. 
(ii) Rev>O. 
By case (i) and L { t”- ‘/T(v)} = s-’ (Re v > 0) the convolution theorem 
for Laplace transforms L{f* g} = L(f) . L{ g} [3, Part II, p. 231 yields for 
(2.6) 
2Yt’i2 c s,(n) ncl,(n$) 
HSI 
=$$[;~g(d)h(f+‘{t- “‘+2~,co,,,(t,d)~-fD(q)]. (2.13) 
Now t”-’ * 1 = v- ‘t” and by (2.10) we obtain 
t ” - ’ * 1 g(d) h 3 d&‘o,(t, d) 
dlq 0 
0, t l [0, 4m2n2dm ‘1 
= 
(t-z)“-’ 
(2.14) 
(r - 4m2n2&2)‘/2 
dT t > 4m2x2dp2. 
’ 
By means of Euler’s beta-function B(cr, b) = s; rl- ’ (1 - r)fl- *dz (Re a, 
p > - 1) (2.14) becomes for t >4m2n2dp2 
B(v,;)~g(d)h(@-4m’l;‘d- 2)y--1!2. (2.15) 
Inserting these results in (2.13) we obtain Theorem A in the case Re v > 0. 
The validity for Re v > 0 follows by analytic ontinuation. But it is obvious 
that formula (2.4) also holds in the half-plane Re v> -f. 
We now discuss briefly an interesting special case of Theorem A: In (1.3) 
let g(n)=n and h(n)=p(n), where p(.) denotes the Mobius p-function. 
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Then [ 1, Sect 8.31 
sq(4=cq(4= 1 & 
dl(n. 4) 
(2.16) 
where Ramanujan’s trigonometrical sum is originally defined by 
c,(n)= c exp {2&h/q}. 
I<h<q 
g.c.d.(h, q) = 1 
By (2.16) we have 1 c,(n)] 4 min{cp(q), Cdln d} and further [l, pp. 25-261 
D(n)=cp(n)=x dp ; ; 
din 0 
F(n) = 1 A4 = :, 
(n=l) 
din (n> 11, 
where cp( .) denotes Euler’s totient function. Hence (2.4) reduces to 
,;;pl, (P(4) + c c,(n) n-yJ,(2nn J;, 
ll,l 
7r 
v-112 
= 2r( v + 4) 
+‘lw~- l’qq) 
nY- 1p-vv/2 
+ qv+ 1) 1 Ad) 1 
dlq 
,<,,,,{+(;~~-“‘- (2.17) 
rnGN 
Now observe that, e.g., (i) cl(n) = ~(1) = F(l) = 1 and (ii) c2(n) = (- l)“, 
(p(2) = 1, F(2)=0. These special cases of (2.17) are due to N. Nielsen 
[lo, p. 336; 13, Sect. 19.411, E. C. Titchmarsh [12, pp. 65, 2741, G. Doetsch 
[3, Part II, p. 2401, and L. Larch and P. Szego [9, p. SO] and have been 
applied by A. Hautot [6] in mathematical physics. 
3. HANKEL TRANSFORMS 
Theorem A represents a linear functional relation for the Hankel kernel. 
We transfer this result o the space of Hankel transforms by Erdelyi’s 
method [4, Sect. 23. But observe that there is no general theorem concern- 
ing the term-wise application of the Hankel transform which covers all 
possible cases. With respect o our problem no serious difficulties arise in 
the case of finite Hankel transforms. Thus we can prove the general 
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THEOREM 3. Let H, f be a finite Hankel transform (1.2), i.e., 
I=(a,p)cR+, O=a-=cp< +m andf=O in R’\I. Then for qgN and 
Re v>i 
n>l 
71 
v-l/2 
= 2zJv + ;) 
F(q) s:y-‘1 
+$+,(d)h 
V 2 dty 
wherefor ~EI, tp’/2f(t)(t-<)“p1’2EL1(I)nC(I) and 
v := I rv'2f(t) dt, T;.“‘(l) := j” t-“‘2f(t)(t- [)“-~ I’* dt. (3.2) 
maxlz. <) 
Proof: By (1.2) we have for n E N, I= (a, /?) 
W” f )b2n2) = 1’ J,(27~ J;)f( t) dt. 
a 
(3.3) 
Recall the well-known asymptotic equality 
(Re va0, ZE[W+, z + + co). Thus by (2.3) the series 
converges absolutely and uniformly for Re v > i in any finite t-interval 
I c [w +. Thus term-wise integration is permissible and by Theorem A we 
obtain with (3.3) and (3.2) 
,,:; *) Wd s:” + c s,(n) fl-“Wvf )b2n2) 
na 1 
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Since the series on the right-hand side is finite term-wise integration is 
clearly allowed. By (3.2) we obtain the required result. 
Remark. In the important limiting case c1= 0, p = + co, Theorem B 
becomes 
(3.4) 
provided the allowance of the term-wise integrations and the existence of 
the integrals (3.2), which has to be checked in every special case. 
4. A GENERALIZED J,-FORMULA 
We here consider a special case of Theorem B in order to prove a direct 
generalisation of Theorem A. 
THEOREM C. LetqEN,O</?<oo.Thenfor&>OandRev>f 
B’ 1 s,(n)(,/m)--Y J,V J-1 
n2l 
= 11/1(49 A 5 VI + ti2(4, P, 4 VI 
with 
-; Wq)(,&-” JA2 ,/@I 
and 
E1/2-v 
** :=- G ;qd4h 3 d- 
( > ’ ,<,r,,(m)‘-“’ 
mcrw 
xJv-1,2(2,/m). 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
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Proof As in [4, Sect. 4.1 we apply Theorem B with a = 0, 0 <j < CC 
and 
f(t) = ?“‘*(/I - ty* J,(2 Jqp-Yj) 
(Re v>f, Re p>O). Then for Re s>O 
t”2(j? - t)p’2 J,,(2&@-3) J,,(2&) dt. (4.4) 
Recall Sonine’s econd finite integral [13, p. 3761 
i‘ 
n/2 
J,(u sin $)J,(u cos 9) sinP’+‘9 cos”+‘S d9 
0 
u’vy J ,+“+AJm) 
= (u*+u2)w2)(P+r~+l) (4.5 1
(Re PL> -1, Re v> -1; u, v~C). Thus the substitution t =jcos2 9 
(0~ 9<rc/2) in (4.4) leads by (4.5) to the Hankel transform 
(l/*Ku+~+lJ (H,, f)(s) = &p’*sy’* J {,+,a+ ,(2 d%=)). (4.6) 
We have to evaluate the integrals in (3.2). Using Sonine’s first finite 
integral [13, p. 3731 
,r+ I 
J p+e+l(~)= 2vi(v+ 1) jt’* cos*‘+‘9 sinP+‘9 J&z sin 9) d9 (4.7 1 
(Re p > - 1, Re v > - 1, z E C) we are led to the following fractional 
integrals of Erdelyi-Kober type (see, e.g., [S]), 
(i) SF) =s ’t’(/i’- t)“‘* J,(2JE0) dt. 0 
Substitute t = B cos* 9 (0 < 9 < z/2). Then 
qL2p/*+v+l 
s 
42 
cos*” +‘9 sin@ +‘9J,( 2 & sin 9) d8 
0 
and by (4.7) we obtain 
“+’ s:“‘=2 p lri2+‘+‘Z-(v+ 1)(2&j-“+ Jlrtv+,(2fi), (4.8 1
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while 
s(v-l)= yl,* 
.f I 0 
(/? - t)lr” Jp(2,,‘3j-7)) dt 
=2”+“2~~‘2+v+1’2f(v+~)(2~)-v-1’2 J,+v+1,2(2&j). (4.9) 
(ii) ~/(<)=j’ (B-t)“” (t-<)v-1’2 J,(2JEo) dt. 
5 
Substitute t = (b - 5) cos* 9 + < (0 < 9 < 7r/2). Then 
q”‘(l) = 2(/j- 5)PP+“+ l/2 
x jf” J,(2,,/- sin 9) sin”+‘9 cos”‘g d9 
and by (4.7) we obtain 
Ty(()=&- v’2-1’4(/?-5)(~+V)‘z+1’4JP+“+1,2(2J~)r(v+1/2) (4.10) 
Inserting (4.6), (4.8), (4.9), and (4.10) into (3.1) of Theorem B we obtain 
for Re(p + v + 1) > i by straightforward computation 
+B p+“+’ .;, s,(n,(J&&FTF)-~-“-’ 
x Jp+v+, (2 Ji@=a 
=Lqq)p’+v+l12 
2& 
(~)-‘-v-1’2 J,+v+,,,(2&3) 
x Jp+v+,,2 (2/m) E-~-“~~/‘. 
Hence the transformation ,u + v + 1 --t v gives the required result for 
Re v>$. 
Remark. Except for constant factors Theorem A is the limiting case 
E -+ 0 + of Theorem C. This follows at once by the well-known relation 
lim z”*-“J,(2z) = {f(v + 1)) -’ 
2-O 
(Rev> -1). 
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